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Abstawt. The assignment statement is a ubiquitous building block of programming languages. 
In functionally oriented programming languages, the assignment is the facility for modeling and 
expressing state changes. Given that functional languages are directly associated with the 
equatiorial A-calculus-theory, it is naturai to wonder whstiier this syntactic proof s~sttm is 
extensible to imperative variants of functional languages including state variables and side-effects. 
In this paper, we show that such an extension exists, and that it satisfies variants of the conventional 
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ts i S 
The assignment statement is a ubiquitous building block of programming 
languages. In imperative Algal-style languages, it generalizes and incorporates the 
capabilities of store, load, and move instructions from assembly languages. For 
modem, mathematically oriented programming languages, the assigmnent con- 
stitutes an abstraction of a different kind: it provides the means for modeling state 
variables and signaling state changes. The abstraction hides recurring programming 
patterns that would otherwise render programs unreadable. 
For an illustration of our claim, we briefly compare the representation of an object 
in two different functionally oriented languages: one with, the other without assign- 
ment. Consider the followiug program fragment: 
TramManager = let TransCownter =0 in 
function ( TramType) 
if TransType is counter 
then TramCounter 
else 
begin TransCoun ter := TransCoun ter + 1; 
BODY 
end 
. . . 
l l l TransManager( tl) l l l 
The variable TransManager is initialized -:z d function whose scope contains the 
assignable variable TramCounter with initial value 0. On every subsequent call to 
TransManager for performing a proper transaction, the routine increases Trans- 
Counter by 1 with an assignment. The number of past transactions can be checked 
with a special transaction. 
In a language without assignments the above program fragment would have to 
be rewritten into something like: 
. . . 
TransManager = function ( TransType, TransCounter) 
if TransType is counter 
then TransCounter 
else 
(BODY, TransCounter + 1) 
. . e 
l - - let (result, NewCounter) = TransManager( t 1,O) in l l l 
The manager outine now takes the current value of the counter as an additional 
argument. Upon completion of the transaction, Trans nager returns a pair whose 
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first component is tbc proper result of the transaction and whose second component 
is the increased counter value. All calls to TramManager require a modification to 
the end that the current value of TrcnsCounter is passed as an extra argument, and 
that the pair of results is disassembled in the desired way. 
The functional programming style exhibited in this example has two major 
problems. First, from the software engineering perspective, there is a loss of modular- 
ity and security. In the first program, the variable TransCounter is hidden in the 
scope of the manager outine. Its value is only accessible through appropriate calls 
to TramManager and is only changed upon calls to the routine. The functional 
version, however, has no such protection mechanism. The state of the counter is 
exposed, visible and modifiable throughout the program. The responsibility for 
maintaining the correct value is now distributed over the entire program. 
Second, from the programming language perspective, the important drawback of 
the functional programming style is the accumulation of recurring programming 
patterns. Parameter lists as well as function calis must be changed uniformly: 
functions need additional parameters in order to account for the state of the world 
when called, function calls need additional arguments to pass along the current 
vaiues of the state variables and receive extended results to account for the altered 
state variables. The repetitive occurrences of such programming patterns clearly calf 
for an abstraction that hides the details. The assignment is this required abstraction. 
Unfortunately, the introduction of assignment into a functional anguage not only 
solves but also creates a problem. The advantage of a functional programming 
language is that it automatically comes with a powerful, symbolic reasoning system: 
the A-calculus or a variant thereof. This connection provides an abstract understand- 
ing of programs and is the basis for algebra-like program evaluations, transforma- 
tions, and verifications. The problem with imperative extensions of functional 
languages is that the A-calculus no longer corresponds to the extended language, 
and that it is consequently impossible to reason about imperative-functional pro- 
grams with the ca.lculws, 
In a comfianion paper 163, we solved the same problem for a functional language 
with imperative control operators. More spectfically, we derived a calculus-like 
system from the abstract machine semantics and analyzed to what extent he system 
satisfies Plotkin’s criteria of a programming language calculus. In this paper, a 
revised and expanded version of an earlier report [5], we apply a similar method 
to a functional language with assignment and develop a calculus-like equational 
theory for it. 
In the second section, \ve briefly outline the general aspects of Plotkin’s work on 
the correspondence of functional programming languages and calculi. Next, ~c 
define a A-calculus-based programming language with an expression-oriented assign- 
ment construct. The major results are collected in Sections 4-7. First, we derive a 
rewriting semantics for the extended language that does not rely on the store. Second, 
we design the extended h-calculus from the rewriting system. Third, we Prove 
variants of the Church-Rosser Theorem, the Curry-Feys Standardization Theorem, 
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ant1 the Plotkin Correspondence Theorems. Section 8 is devoted to examples. The 
last section summarizes our deveiopment and addresses ome open problems. 
2. 
me basis of our development is n the amespod nc;e of program- 
ming languages and c3lculi 1211. The motivation for this work ~3s the well-known 
observation about the mismatch between the call-by-value evaluation rule and the 
original p-axiom for the A -calculus; the result was the A-value-calculus for reasoning 
about call-by-value programming languages. The central message of Plotkin’s work, 
however, is much broader. It says th3t calculi and logics must be constructed for 
or fine tuned to given programming languages, Indeed, the relationship between 
languages and calculi is determined by a pair of general semantic criteria, which 
should be applicable to a wide class of langb *ages 3iid equ3tional theories. 
For a programmer, 3 programming language is a set of syntactic phrases and an 
operational semantics. There are two distinguished sub-categories of phrases: pr+ 
grams and vaZues. The set of observable values is a collection of values on which 
equality is decidable. The operational semantics is a partial function from programs 
to values. If the function is undefined on a program, we say the program diverges; 
otherwise, the program converges to a value. A calculus is a congruence relation 
on a set of syntactic phrases. It equates programs and program pieces. In addition, 
a calculus usually satisfies 3 syntactic consistency property. 
A calculus for a specific programming language is supposed to capture behavioral 
equality among syntactic phrases. Hence, the calculus should have the same syntactic 
domain as the language, but it must also account for the language semantics. For 
this semantic comparison of languages and calculi, it is crucial that each can be 
interpreted as a form of the other. 
The semantics-based congruence relation is called operational equivalence [ 19, 
213. Operational equivalence xpresses the idea of two terms being indistinguishable 
by the machine and hence by the programmer. More specifically, two terms are 
operationally equivalent if one can replace the other in any program without 
changing the 1~3ult: both variants of the program either diverge or con_;erge, 3nd 
if tile converges to an observ3ble value, the other converges to the same observable 
value. VT call=ulus-b3sed function from programs to values is the standard reduction 
jhction. It associates 3 program with a unique value from the set of all the values 
that the calculus equates with the program. The standard reduction function is a 
specialization of the Curry-Feys standardization procedure for calculus equations. 
Given (certain) equations in a calculus, the standardization procedure shows how 
to construct standard derivations for these equations. Since these derivations are 
unique, they map programs to unique values. 
Equipped with these basic definitions, we ca now state Plotkin’s pair of corre- 
spondence criteria for lan u3ges and calcus’,i. irst, the calculus-bssed semantic 
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function must be the same as the original language semantics. After all, we want 
to use the calculus to evaluate programs in an algebra-like manner. Se:c~ 
equivalence in the calcul s must imply semantic equivalence so tnat we cari reason 
about the behavioral eq lity of programs. Since operational equivalence quates 
all non-terminating programs, we cannot expect that a calculus captures all 
operational equalities. 
Plotkin’s criteria work out well in the purely functional framework. For imperative 
nsions, however, we must generalize some of the notions. ‘rn the case of impera- 
tive control operators 163, there are two different equivalence relations: one for 
programs, one for proving equivalences. Although this complicates the 
calculus, it is still an improvement over the current practice of reasoning with the 
machine. Furthe s we shall see below, the calculus may also require a larger, 
syntactically richer age since a programming language may not necessarily be 
able to express all intermediate evaluation states. In a sense, these corilplications 
are the price that must be paid for adding imperative constructs. 
3. A with assignment abstractions 
The practical starting point of our work was the programming language Scheme 
1253. For our purposes, Scheme is essentially a2 applicative-order language with 
first-class procedures, an assignment statement, and some primitive, algebraic con- 
stants and functions. The applicative-order character of the language imposes the 
important restrictions on the language evaluator that procedure arguments are 
evaluated only once before the evaluation of the instantiated body, and that assign- 
ments to a procedure parameter are only visible in the particular instantiation of 
the procedure body. These restrictions are reflected in OCR semantics. They seem to 
simplify some of the development, but we believe that similar results can still be 
established for different settings. 
We model the corz of ur programming language with A, the term set of the 
A K-@-calculus [2] and the X,-calculus [21]. It contains basic and functional con- 
stants, variables, A-abstractions, and term juxtapositions. Constants represent built- 
in primitive data types and their functions, e.g., natur-al numbers (0, 1,2, . . . ) and 
the successor function (succ). Variables are placeholders or parameters. We interpret 
A -abstractions as parameterized call-by-value procedures. Juxtapositions denote 
procedure applications. 
A is an entirely expression-oriented language. Adding an assignment statement 
to such a language confronts the language designer with a problem: if added naively, 
the language is suddenly divided into t~zro major syntactic categories, namely com- 
mands and expressions. We id this by using a new kind of expression: the 
a-caputility. Its syntax is {ax. ) where x is a variable and M is an expressican. 
Though it resembles a h-abstraction, a o-capability is not a binding construct-its 
variable is usually bound by some enclosing A-abstraction. Instead, a a-capability 
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is a procedural object that abstracts the right to assign a variable a new value. When 
applied to a value, it assigns the a-variable that value and evaluates the a-body to 
yield the result of the application. 
The alert reader may have noticed that we used “variable” in two different senses. 
First, there is the usual notion of a variable as a placeholder for some arbitrary, 
but fixed value. Second, there is the concept of an assignable variable, which 
ultimately stands 5r some value, but it may stand for different values at different 
times. This second notion is a generalization of the first. Since both kind of variables 
play the role of a parameter for a proce ure body, we treat them as one set of 
variables. But, to distinguish their different nature, we subscript non-assignable and 
assignable variables -with h and o, respectively. 
efinition (A,). The improper symbols are A, ( , ), . , and a. Vars is a bourntable 
s?t of variables; X, . . . ranges over Vars. The set of variables is also the disjoint 
union of non-assignable variables, (xA E Var,), and assignable variables, (x, E Var,). 
Const(c E Const) is the set of algebraic constants, a disjoint union of functional 
(@ FuncConst) and basic constants (6 E BasicConst). The term set A, is defined 
inductively as: 
Iw::=cIx,I(hx.M)J(MN)Ix,l(ox,M). 
~4 stands Car A, restricted to constants, variables, applications, and abstractions. 
When we write programs in A,, we follow the usual A-calculus conventions [2]. 
We omit parentheses from applications and abstractions if they can be reconstructed. 
Applications associate to the left, A-abstractions extend to the end of the program 
or same other enclosing parenthesis. In addition, we drop subscripts from variables 
in unambiguous contexts. 
The sets of free and bound vsriables of a term M, FV(M) and BV(M), are 
defined as usual: the oniy binding construct in the language is h-abstraction. Terms 
with no free variables are called closed terms. In order to avoid the issue of free 
and bound variable interference, we adopt Barendregt’s [2] convention of identifying 
( =a or just =) terms that are equal modulo some renaming of bound variables and 
the hygiene condition which says that free variables are assumed to be distinct from 
bound ones in the various terms of mathematical discussions. Substitution is extended 
in the natural way and we use t& notation [x := N] to denote the result of 
substituting all free varEa&... C. ‘* .% by N. 
The operational semantics for 11, is a partial function from &-programs to values. 
Programs are closed terms, which avoids the need for an external interpretation 
function for free variables. Values are basic constants or procedural objects, i.e., 
functional constants, abstractions, and capabilities. The former represent some final 
answer, the latter pnly make sense when applied to arguments. Once bound to a 
value, non-assigna present he same value. 
these variables in 
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indirectly represent values and do not count as values. To abstract from the concrete 
set of constants, we assume that the set of constants is equipped with a partial 
interpretation function 
S : FuncConst x BasicConst -3 Closed-A-Values 
that specifies the semantics of constants. 
3.2. Definition ,-programs and -values). A program is a closed term. Constants, 
non-assignable ables, A-abstractions, and o-capabilities are collectively referred 
to as A,-plalues I< W, . . . stand for values. 
Convention ( Un ble terms). Once we have decided to use a term M as a complete, 
independent expression, e.g., a program, we write &M to indicate that this expression 
is not to be nested any further. The device is purely notational and has no semantic 
significance. 
We define the operational semantics via an abstract machine model. For the core 
language A, the abstract machine is usually a state transition system that manipulates 
states with instruction-, environment-, and, possibly, control stack-components [ 111. 
From our previous work [6], we know, however, that this machine can equally well 
be specified as a contextual rewriting system on just A. The rewriting system proceeds 
by partitioning a program into a p-value- or ii-reciex and an evaluation context 
before each transition step. A redex corresponds to the next instruction, the evalu- 
ation context to the rest of the instructions. After the partitioning, the program is 
transformed according to the redex, and the process repeats until a value is reached. 
For A,, we must extend the rewriting system to cope with assignable variables 
and o-capabilitie The usual way to model such facilities is to introduce a set of 
locations for representing assignable variables and a store for mapping locations gr) 
their current value. In a rewriting system, the connection between an assignable 
variable and its location is established at the time of procedure application. Instead 
of replacing the parameter by its value, the rewriting system substitutes a location 
in all positions where the assignable variable occurred and remembers the value of 
the location in the store. Upon encountering a location in the control string, the 
machine derives t e current value from the store; an assignment becomes a simple, 
functional update of the store component.’ 
Putting all of this together, we can no =i;’ formalize the abstract machine for A,,. 
The CS-machine anipulates pairs of control str i;;gs and stores. A centri;! string is 
’ For the original velopment of the calculus [S], we derived the machine from the CESK-rewriting 
system, a variant of din’s SECD-machine [ll], which is closer to a realistic interpreter. At the same 
time, Mason [12] pu Ished a CS-like store-program rewriting system for Lisp-like languages and used 
it for proving propertilie- of imperative programs. 
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a .&,-expression where all free variables are replaced by locations. Letting I range 
over the set of locations, we define the set of control strings (M, N, l l l ) by 
The set of CS- o&es comprises constants, non-assignable variables, abstractions, 
cap&ilities, and o-capabilities with locations in the variable position; U and V 
range over CS-values. 
A store is a &r&e ap from a set of locations to a set of values. Dorpl(O) denates 
the domain of the s re 8; if 8 is a store, I a location, and V a value, O[l := V] is 
the same store as 8 except at I where it is V To hide the details of the storage 
allocation process, we identify isomorphic stores. Two stores 8, and & are isomorphic 
if there is a bijection between their domaizrs: Q : Dom( 6,) * Dom( &), and if for 
all I E &m( O1 ), @(&cl)) = &( p( I)), where $ is the natural extension of 4p to terms. 
In other words, one store is equivalent o another if the contents of the first store 
is relocated in difkrel;t locations in the second. Moreover, if 0, and O2 are isomorphic, 
ip and I2 locations ouui V a value without reference to 
either I, or 6, &[1, := a As a consequence, it is arbitrary 
which location we choose when extending a store. 
For a transitioc step, a control string is partitioned into a CS-evaluation context 
and a redex. CS-redexes are terms of the form (fb), (Ax,. M) V, (hx,.M) V, I, or 
(cri. M) K An evaluation co&ext is a control string with d hole. The hole approxi- 
mately corresp ds to a program counter and the instructions in the hole are to be 
executed next. ce applications are the only syntactic construction that requires 
evaluation, the hole can only be nested inside or applications. Furthermore, in the 
presence of side-eRects, we st have a fixed evaluation order to get deterministic 
results. Hence, we choose t ail applications to the left of a hole must have been 
reduced to values before the instructions in the hole are considered. This determines 
an evaluation order from left to right. We let [ ] represent ahole an let E[ ] range 
over evaluation contexts: 
E[ I::=[ II(VE[: l)I(EC IW. 
If E[ ] is an evaluation context, the term E[ M] is the result of filling the hole with 
the term M. It is easy to verify that the partitioning of a program into a redex and 
a context is unique. 
A machine evaluation for a program M starts in an initial state (M, 8); final states 
are pairs of CS-values and stores: (V, 0). There are five clauses for the one-step 
CS-transition function, one for each kind of redex: 
UXfal, 0) E UWU 41, e), (cso 
WI, 8) = (E[ [x, := la:. e[l:= VI) 
where lo! m(@), 
WI?], 9) - cs uwwl, t-0, 
(ECW-W VI, 0) (CW 
The first two clauses are the transition rules for the subset A. Naturally, they do 
Size the store. The third clause specifies the behavior of an application whose 
rocedure abstnacts over an assignable variable. The machine picks an arbitrzq 
location not in the domain of the current store and replaces all occurrences of the 
parameter with the location. The store is updated to include a binding for the new 
location to the argument value. Picking a fresh location upon every application af 
a procedure guarantees that assignments to a parameter variable are invisible ou 
of the instantiation of the procedure body. This is the call-by-value rule for Ian 
with assignments. The fourth rule specifies the machine behavior for location- 
redexes: the location is simply dereferenced in t current store. Finally, an applica- 
tion of a a-capability proceeds as described e: the location’s value is changed 
to the new value and the evaluation proceeds with the o-body. 
In order to clarify the abstract explanations about the G-machine, we trace the 
evaluation of the program 
&(Ap.(hd.( pO))( pO))(Ax.jax.x)(Ay.x)). 
In a syntactically more elaborate language, this wouid be written as 
let p = (hxhegin x := (Ay.x) result x) ire 
Begin p(O); p(O) end, 
where begin A; I3 end stands for (hd.B)A with d not free in B. The evaluation trace 
of this program (with the initial store &) is 
((AP4Ad.i PO)j(pO)j~Ax.(~*x)(AY~x)), e,) (1) 
s ((hd.((Ax.(o=x.x)(Ay.x))0)j((Ax.(o-x.x)(Ay.x))0), t9J (2) 
.‘“, ((Ad.((Ax.(ax.x)(Ay.x))o)?((ul, .ll)(Ay.l,)), &[I, := 01) (3) 
+% ((Ad.((Ax.(m.x)(Ay.x))Oj)l, , tYo[i, := (AyJ,)]) (4) 
= ((Ad.((A x. ~=xj(Ay=x))Oj)(Ay=h), @o[h := (Ay.h)]) ( 
E (((Ax.(ux.x)(AY.x))O), &[I1 := (Ay.Z,)]) (6) 
.‘“, (I,, Oo[ll := (Ay.l,)][i,:= (Ay&)]) (8) 
.‘“, ((Ay.12), e,[t, := (hy..l,)][&= (Ay.l,)]). (9 
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me trace illustrates several points about the machine evaluations. First, the two 
distinct calls to the procedure p cannot affect each other. .As mentioned above, eve 
call to p allocates a fresh cell for the parameier A’ and thus the ass@ 
during the fiat invocation of p has no impact at the second invocatio 
result state represents a circular structure, i.e., the final CS-value (~y.~~) refers to 
the location Z2, which in turn refers to the very same value. Third 
is irrelevant for the evaluation from transition (6) on to the end. 
the location has become unreachable through a static trace from the control stri 
component and can therefore no longer affect the evaluation. S 
usually called garbage; the others are relevant locations. Garbage locations cause 
problems in practical implementations where they require garbage collectors as well 
as in program equivalence proofs as we shall see below. 
Equipped with the CS-machine, we are now ready to define the opsmtional 
semantics of A,. We call the function equal. It abstracts the details of CS-machine 
evaluations. For pure A-programs and values without reference to the final store, 
this is straightforward. The result is simply the value-component of the final state. 
The extension to the full language is more difficult due to the illustrated potential 
for self-referential final states. ‘Iherefc.re, we only provide a partial definition and 
parameterize CM& over a yet-to-be-determined unload function U. 
3.3. D&n&ion (euol,,,, , eml,). The partial function eua1& maps &-programs to 
final answers iff there is a (possibly empty) CS-reduction sequence from the corre- 
sponding initial machine state to some final state 
WQ~&(&M) = U( V, 0) iff (M, e) - *(v, e). 
The partial function e&, maps A-programs to A-values iff there is a (possibly 
empty) CS-reduction sequence from the corresponding initial machine state to some 
final state 
evQl~(~M) = V iff (M, 0) s* (i< 9). 
The operational semantics is the major source of intuition for a programmer. In 
order to test ideas about a program, he submits the program to eval and observes 
the result. If the function fails to distinguish between programs, the programs are 
freely interchangeable. This idea is the basis fc r the operational equivalence relation. 
Operational equivalence is omni-present in the work of a programmer. For any kind 
of program transformation, e.g., for making a program shorter, faster, better looking, 
etc., the operational semantics of the program muss be preserved: the two versions 
must be operationally equivalent. Because of this, it is desirable that the relation 
satisfy some key characteristics: 
(1) rhat it preserve quality on basic constants ince these constitute the ultimate 
program answers; 
(2) that it respect the ordinary evaluation proce:ss~ after al!, the pro 
relies on the machine for running the program; 
(3) that it be 4x congruence relation, i.e., that equals can be substituted for equals 
in all contexts; after all, to be reusable, verifications and transformations of pro 
pieces should be independent of the context. 
Beyond this, the operational equivalence relation should be as 1 
so that bvery desirable equality can be expressed. 
The formalization of operational equivalence depends on the notion of a context, 
A context is a A .V-term with exactly one hole in an expression position. 
precisely, let [ ] again be the hole and let C[ ] range over contexts. Then, co 
Clearly, contexts are a generalization of evaluate n contexts. The term C[ 
from filling C[ ] with M; if M contains free va.iables, they may become bound 
by the fill operation. 
Given the notion of a context, we say that terms are operationally equivalent if 
there is no context that completes both phrases to programs, and that produces 
observably different results for the two programs on the evaluator. 
3.4. Definition (= @, = .). Two terms M, N E rl, are operationally equ% &nt, 
M- O N, iff for any arbitrary A, context C[ ] such that C[M] and C[ irr ; ore 
programs, ettaI& is undefined for both, or it is defined for both and if one of the 
programs yields a basic constant, then the value of the other is the same basic 
constant. 
e definition of =_ is adapted mutatis mutandis for the operational equivalence 
relation on pure A. Instead of ettabo it uses eval,; all terms and contexts are 
restrizted to A. The resulting relation is denoted by 2:“. 
It is well known that the by-value operational equivalence relatiQ,n sarisfies the 
above criteria on the sub-language A 1213. For the extended relation, we need to 
prove this fact. 
3.5. Proposition. z. is the largest consistent equivalence &velation A, that respects 
an equality function on the set of basic constants and that is also 
compatible: M =ra N implies C[M] =rO C[ IV] for all C[ 3, and 
evaluating: M zU N implies c’[M] has a wlue iff C[ N] has a value for all contexts 
C[ ] that close M and N. 
roof. Morris’s corresponding proof [ 191 relies on clever techniques by l36h.m [3, 
Section 2, pp. 254-2601 for the separation of normal forms. The proof of this 
proposition is similar, but much simpler, because we can rely on the separability 
of observable values. Thus, assume the opposite. Then there is a relation =K that 
distinct: M +_ AL Consequently, there m 
c’[ N] are progranls, the 
constants. But then C[ 
an&( C[ IV]). This impli 
On the negative side, we h 
the relationship of operatio 
operational equivalence 0
heart of proof systems [ 17, 
of =u. Unfortunately, but 
e first is rather general and concerns 
on A versus A,. Since reasoning with 
established and is at the 
is a conservative xtension 
f, In A, we can prove that 
or, with syntactic sugar, 
In essence, pure A-procedures cannot affect the store, and the result of their 
application oannot depend on the calling history. But this no longer holds in 
When evaluated, the following expression produces a procedure that first returns 
some value as a resul& and that diverges on subsequent calls: 
x = (Azr) in (hy.x(ox.x)( hd.( hx.xx)( hxxx))). 
It follows that the context 
x = (Au) ia (Ay.x( o-x.x)( Ad.( Ax.xx)( Ax&))) 
can distinguish the above two terms with respect o zW. [7 
The second negative aspect concerns the use of the CS-transiti 
proofs of operational ivalences. Because of the garbags probl 
c e simple, intuitive operational equivalences. Consider the 
program 
det 
where x is hdt valent to M. In 
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allocate If we can now prove that 1 is indeed garbage, we know that 
are operationally equivalent. In trivial cases, such an auxiliary proof ma 
reasonable task, but for larger, more complicated programs, it is not feasible to 
require both proofs. 
tion of the a ative aspects of our current system, our 
should be clear. intend to derive a pro e calculus for A, that 
is a conservativ nsion of the )I-valu consequently allows 
ram proofs from the functional fragment. In addition, the 
calculus should avoid the garbage problem so that the programmer need not suppty 
auxiliary proofs about the garbageness of locations. In the next section, we tackle 
the second problem by reconsidering the CS-rewriting system. From there, we 
proceed to develop our calculus. 
4. Replacing the store by program sharing 
The strategy for developing a semantics for A, without the garbage problem is 
straightforward and based on our previous experience on developing calculi: we 
incorporate the store into the program component of the machine. The role of the 
store in the G&machine is characterized by the transition r&es (CS3)-(CSS), which 
extend, use, and modify the store. The crucial rule is (CS3). It replaces all bound 
variables of a h-abstraction by a new, distinct location and thus gradual1y builds 
up the store. All future references to a bound variable are resolved via the store. It 
follows that a deeper understanding of the store requires a c1oser look at the nature 
of bound variables. 
At this point we must recall the a-congruence convention about bound variables 
in terms. According to this convention, the name of a bound variable is irrefevant. 
Abstractions like Ax.x and Ay.y are considered the same. This actually means that 
the programming language is the quotient of A over =cr. From this perspective, a
h-abstraction is an expression together with a relation that determines which parts 
of the expression are equivalent. The relation is displayed by occurrences of the 
bound variable. 
A unification of our ideas on the role of the C&tore and the nature of bound 
variables directly leads to an abstract view of the store. The intention behind the 
replacement of bound variables by unique locations in the bodies of h-abstractions 
is to retain the static a-equivalence for the rest of the computation, i.e., as a dynamic 
sharing relation for term positions,’ even after the Ax.-part has disappeared. From 
this argument it foilows that an integration of the store into the control string 
* Modeling the store as a sharing relation was already mentioned by Landin [lo], but, apparently, he 
never formalized the idea. Indeed, as Stoy seems to stipulate [24, pp. 253, 2841, the store function in 
denotational semantics represents Landin’s sharing relation, and, furthermore, a direct realization of the 
on idea for the SECD-machine would have led to a true store component. 
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language necessitates a new kind of syntactic phrase for expressing this dynamic 
relationship. 
The most natural solution is a labeling scheme. Instead of placing a location into 
the program text and the value in the store, the value could be labeled in a unique 
way and placed into the text as a labeled vulue.3 With respect o the transition rules, 
we would like to replace (CS3) 
(E[(Ax,.,M) V], 0) - (E[ M[q, := l]], t@l:= V]) where 1 g Dom( 0) 
bY 
E[(&.M) V]H E[ M[x- := V’]] 
where I is not used in the rest of the program. V’ is the labeled version of the 
valGe 1: 
With the labeling technique it is indeed possible to re-interpret lookups and 
assignments as term manipulations. The emulation of a variable lookup apparently 
strips off the label from the labeled value since the value already sits in the right 
position. The effect of an assignment is more complicated. In the extended term 
language, a a-application looks like (Ov’. M) V when it is about to be evaluated. 
The assignable variable has been replaced by a labeled value; all other related 
variable positions carry the same label. When it is time to perform the above 
o-application, all these occurrences of I-labeled values U must be replaced by 
I-labeled values F To implement his, we introduce the labeled-value substitution 
M[ .’ := V’]. The result of M [ 0’ := V’] is a term that is like M except hat all Z-labeled 
subterms are replaced by V’. The assignment transition is now definable as 
E[(oU!M)V]*E[M][@‘:= V’]. 
Unfortunately, the new semantics for assignments and lookups has a minor flaw: 
thus far, it cannot deal with circular or self-referential assignments. When the label 
I appears not only in the rest of the program E[ M] but also in the assigned value 
V, the equivalence-positions in V are not affected by the labeled-value substitution. 
For zn il!us!ration, consider the program &(hx.(ox.x)(hy.x))O. Its evaluation on the 
CS-machine yields the final ctate (hy.2, {bAy.l}). A term evaluation according to 
the above rules proceeds as follows: 
The last term should represent his circular structure and in some sense it does: an 
interpretation of the label I re uires that the position occupied by 0’ is in the same 
3 l3oth Ait-Kaci and Nasr [l] and Sethi [23] have used similar labeling schemes for terms in related 
coniext;. The latter modeled the code of programs with gotos and labels through circular terms with 
term labels; the former used term labels for a generalized version of records and the unification of such 
records. 
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sharing equivalence class as the entire expression (hy.0’)‘. However, a lookup that 
simply strips off the label produces a non-circular object, namely, &I.@). For a 
correct simulation of the CS-machine within a rewriting system, we need to alter 
up rule so that it unwinds a circular term another time: E[ V’]+B 
E[ V[&= V’]]. For the above example, the modified rewriting system produces 
(hy.(hy.O’)‘), which is the correct final answer. 
ment for the correctness of the new transition rules is based on 
riant: every outermost occurrence of a label is associated with 
the correct current value. When the label is taken off, some inner occurrences may 
become outermost, but they are immediately updated with the co ect value. Assign- 
ments place a label on the value, and hence, all self-referential labels within the 
value are not outermost. 
A clear advantage of the C-rewriting system over the CS-machine is its simplified 
treatment of stored values. In the CS-machine, a store location and its contents can 
only become unreachable from the control string through the use of some vacuous 
abstraction or vacuous assignment. Since the corresponding actions are now realized 
by substitutions as opposed to store modifications, the substituted terms including 
the contained locations simply disappear from the control string. Hence, relevant 
locations are always directly presen+ ; b ,n the control string, garbage locations are 
eliminated immediately. 
Given the informal descriptions and correctness arguments, we proceed to formal- 
ize the final machine semantics. The machine is a control string rewriting system. 
Its only state components are expressions in the language -4,, which is a proper 
extension of A,, with labeled values and o-capabilities with labeled bullets in the 
v;.-iable position. 
4.1. Definition (A, and labeled value substitution). Let 0 (bullet) be a new improper 
symbol, Labels an infinite set of label identifiers, and I a meta-variable for Labels. 
Then, A, is the set of terms 
Ad::= VpwvIX,(~‘( v’, 
V::=clx*I(hx.M)l(ax,.M)I(aJ.M) 
with the following context-sensitive restrictions: 
(1) an l-labeled value may only contain Z-labeled bullets ( ‘), and an l-labeled 
bullet may only occur as a subterm of an I-labeled value; 
(2) an abstraction hx.M must not contain a labeled value with a free variable X; 
(3) in an application MN, every Z-labeled value in M must be identical to every 
l-labeled value in N after replacing all labeled values in these terms by the respective 
labels. 
The meta-variables I-, range over As-ter U, and over &-values. 
Subsequently, we also use X QO denote an assignable variable, or a labeled bullet, 
or a labeled value. 
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The set of labels in a term M is denoted by Lob(M). 
The definitions of substitution, free and bound variables, contexts and eva 
contexts are adopted mutatis mutandis, e.g., the result of 
(ax,,. M)[x, := V’] is (&.M[x,,:= V’]), 
and values in evaluation contexts may be the new form of instantiated o-capabilities. 
Ptograms in A, are closed terms, possibly containing labels. 
Finally, labeled-value substitution over A, is defined as 
Uk[@‘:= L,]= 
L’ if l=k 
(W 
., := (L[ 
e& 
:= @k]‘)])k if I# S 
c-e’:= L’]=c, x[.‘:= L’]=x, 
(hXM)[.’ := L’] = &M[e’ := L’], 
(MN)[ e’ := L’] = M[ e’ := L’]N[ a’ := L'], 
(ux.M)[*‘:= L’] = ox.M[@‘:= L’], 
(u ek_M)[ e’ := L’] = u ek.M[ a’ := Z,‘]. 
Note that L[mk := ek ] denotes the term L with all occurrences of k-labeled values 
replaced by a k-labeled bullet. 
The definition of the extended term language takes into account that occurrences 
of labeled values are only useful in certain positions. h4ore specifically, sub-terms 
of a labeled value with the same label are irrelevant for the evaluation, and, similarly, 
for a a-capability, it is only important which sharing relation it must affect, not 
what the current shared value is. We therefore use the auxiliary term a’ to eliminate 
such useless occurrences. 
The labels of a A,-program inherit an important property from CS-stores. Just 
as the precise identity of a location was actually irrelevant for a store, so is the 
identity of a label irrelevant for a program. As long as the same sharing relationships 
are identified in a program, the names of the labels do not af7ect he evaluation. 
Indeed, identifying label-equivalent programs like this corresponds to a “dynamic” 
extension of a-equivalence, which is in agreement with our motivational remarks 
at the outset of this section. Consequently, we adopt a variant of Barendregt’s bound 
variable convention for labels in programs. 
(Label convention). Label-equivalence onvention: Programs that are 
odulo the names of labels are identified; we denote this relation with 
iene convention: ifferent label-names always denote different sharing 
relationships. 
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g, Label-equivalence resembles an Q inary term relation, but it is a relation 
on programs. 
some trivial complications with the context-sensitive restrictions on 
r convention on the labeling of values. As indicated above 
during the informal motivation, the new transition rules often require that an 
unlabeled value becomes a labeled value. If done naively, this can easily conflict 
with the restriction that a labeled value must not contain a labeled value with the 
same label. 
Convention. If V is a value and 2 a label, then V’ denotes the labeled value 
(V[ ‘L .- a’])! That is, we assume that all P-labeled sub-values in the newly labeled 
value are automatically replaced with labeled bullets. 
Finally, we are ready to define the operational semantics of A,. As usual, we 
base this function on an abstract machine: the C-machine. Its function uses the 
partitioning of control strings into contexts and redexes that is known from the 
CS-machine. 
4.2. Definition ( evals, the C-transition function) 
ECfal 2 EMfi all, 
E[(Ax,.M)V] i-% E[M[x, := VI], (W 
E[(&.M)V] c-----, c E[M[xm:= V’]] 
where le Lab(E[(hx,.M)V]), (C3) 
E[ V’] 2 E[ V[@‘:= V’]], 
E[(d.M)V] z E[M][@‘:= V’]. W) 
The semantics of A, is captured in the partial function evaZs from &-programs to 
&-values: 
eval&&M) = V iff M A* K 
To strengthen the intuition into the C-evaluation process and to provide a basis 
for comparison with the CS-machine evaluation, we retrace the rewriting steps from 
e sam@e program 
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On the C-machine, the evaluation of this program proceeds as follows: 
A (Ad.((Ax.(amx)(Ay=x))O))((Ax(ax.x)(Ay-x))O) (2) 
(3) 
1 c > (Ad((Ax.(czxix)(Ay.x)jO))(Ay.+ (4) 
A ;Ad.( ( AX-(OXX)( hy.~))O))( Ay.( AJP'~)'~) (5) 
A (( Ax.( TX.X)( Ay.x))O) (6) 
A ( ( aOk0’2) ( Ayd2)) 
z (Ay.(Ay.+). (9) 
The most important difference between the C-machine and the CS-machine becomes 
visible in the transition from line (5) to line (6): the label l1 completely disappears. 
This example thus validates our claim that garbage locations cannot play a role in 
an evaluation. 
Based on the semantics evals, we can now also define an extended notion of 
operational equivalence for A,. The definition has a non-standard syntactic con- 
sistency component because of the context-sensitive r strictions on the programming 
language. 
3. ( zs). Two terms M, N E A, are operationally equivalent, M =s N, 
iff for any arbitrary &-context C[ 1, C[M] is a program iff C[ N] is a program, 
and, if C[ M] and C[ N] are programs, then eval, is undefined for both, or it is 
defined for both and, if one of the programs yields a basic constant, then the value 
of the other is the same basic constant. 
At this point the natural question arises how A, and A, are related. Given a 
program, both the GX- and the C-machine step through a number of states and stop 
upon reaching a final state. tgitiveiy clear that the two machines go through 
the same number of steps, and that the ith sta in the CS-eva 
corresponds to the ith state in the C-evaination. e relationship tween corre- 
sponding states formalizes the two important attributes of the C-machine: first, 
locations in the CS-control string are explicitly reklaced by labeled values, and, 
second, locations in the domain of the store that are unreachable through this 
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process are irrelevant for the rest of the evaluation process. Formally, the relationship 
is expressed as a function U from CS-control strings to &-expressions: 
U(al.M, 6) = (T @‘.U(M, 6), ) = (u(e(l), tqi:= q))‘, 
U(c, 6) = c, U(x, e) =x, 
U(hx.M, 8) = hx.U( 
U(ax.M, @) = ax.U(M, 0). 
On A, and A, U is the identity function; value-store pairs are mapped to &-values. 
In other words, initial states for the C&machine become initial states for the 
C-machine, final states become final states. 
With U as the unload function for the CS-machine, the two evaluation functions 
ev&u and et& become the same. 
4.4. Theorem (C-simulation). For all programs M E A,, evaZO,u( M) = eval& M). 
Proof. The proof is an induction on the number of ,iransition steps in an evaluation 
with the basic claim that the translation U maps the ith state in a CS-evaluation to 
the ith state ie the corresponding C-evaluation. This is clearly true for initial and 
final states. For the induction step, consider the CS-transition (c, , 81)-cs (c, , &). 
Assuming that we directly use locations as labels, it is easy to show by case an Lysis 
that U(c, , 0,) d- U( c,, 0,) and thus, the claimed relationship is an invariant of 
transition steps. The result follows from the fact that U also preserves tuck states, 
where a functional constant is applied to a term, or the interpretation function 5 
for constants is undefined on some application. 
The only remaining point to be shown is that the choice of the correct new label 
is always possible. After all, the domain of a CS-store in (C, 0) and tht= set of labels 
in U( C, 0) are not necessarily the same. The C-machine only maintains labels that 
are reachable from the program and automatically eliminates all others by (vacuous) 
substitutions. But then, on the other hand, it follows that we can add the clause 
Lcab(U(c,, 0,)) C_ D0m(t3i) for i = 1,2 
to the induction invariant. A verification of this condition is straightforward. It 
reassures us that at (C3)-rewriting steps it is always possible to choose the same 
label as the CS-machine in its corresponding transition. Consequently, the two 
machines always maintain the same store-equivalence r lation. El 
As an almost immediate consequence we obtain that the restriction of S- 
operational equivalence to A,-terms is o-operational equivalence. 
Ford1 M, NEA,, M -,Niff ‘SN. 
The proof is easy and relies on the preceding theorem. For the direction 
from left to right, we must show in addition that every As-program is either a 
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&-program or is an intermediate evaluation stage on the C-machine for so 
&-program. Clearly, we only need to consider programs with labeled values as 
sub-terms. Without loss of generality, consider a program with a si 
C[ V’] for some arbitrary value V (possibly containing Z-labeled 
easily be checked out, such a program is the result of evaluating 
(hX,.(uX~.C[X,]) V)O. 
Hence, S-opera ional equivalence does not gain any additional power from using 
contexts that already contain labeled terms. cl 
ence of Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, we can completely replace 
the CS-based system by the C-machine. Most importaMy, we can use the C-transition 
rules for reasoning about operational equivalences between &-terms. The advantage 
of this can easily be demonstrated with our prototypical example ((A~.(.(ax.M)1)0) 
where x is not free in M For any arbitrary evaluation context E [ ] this term reduces 
in a few steps to M, and is hence operationally equivalent; no auxiliary proof is 
needed. We have thus accomplished the first goal of eliminating garbage from the 
underlying semantics, and can now tackle the second one of designing a calculus 
for reasoning about operational equivalence. 
5. e A,-S-calculus 
A closer look at the C-rewriting system for A, should remind the reader of the 
standard reduction sequences for h-calculi [2]. A derivation according to standard 
rules first partitions a program into a context and a &redcx, the redex being the 
leftmost-outermost one. Next, an appropriate contraction replaces the redex by a 
new term. After that, the standard evaluation resumes the cycle. The rewriting system 
works in the same way, except hat the uniqueness of the context-redex partitioning 
plays a more crucial role for the timing and the effect of the transition rules (C3)-(C5). 
We therefore characterize these transitions as context-sensitive. 
The context-insensitive rules of the C-rewriting system are (Cl) and (C2). They 
give rise to Curry’s 6- and Plotkin’s &,-relation 
(fab w¶ a), (6) 
(AxJW) V-, M[xA := V]. WLJ 
Both relations are ordinary notions of reduction in Barendregt’s terminoF:::gy, that 
is, they are applicable to any instance of a redex at any position in a term. Together, 
the relations form the basis of Plotkin’s &-calculus. 
(A,-calcuhs). The basic notion of reduction is v = S u &. The one-step 
v-reduction -9. is the compatible closure of v: 
*, 
and Q, and C[ ] in A. 
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The v-reduction is denoted by 
denote the smallest equivalen 
and is the reflexive, transitive closure of -+“. We 
lation gene&&ted by -+” with =“. 
First, we use conte formalize the idea of applying a redex at any 
arbitrary term position. Secon e compatible equivalence (ccflngruence) relation 
=U is the AU-calculus, but, som es, we refer to the entire syst m of relations as 
the calculus. 
The context-sensitive transiti rules of the C-rewriting system naturally divide 
into two different classes: (C3) (C4), which leave their context intact, and (C5), 
which modifies the context. Thi ision implies two reasons for context-sensitivity. 
The first aspect of context-se tivity concerns the timing of C-transitions. The 
partitioning of programs into C- exes and evaluation contexts uniquely determines 
when a transition is to occur. is correct timing is obviously necessary for the 
delabeling rule and the assignment rule in order to preserve the determinicity of 
the semantics. Freely applicable duction versions of these transitions would clearly 
interfere with the correct ord g of side-effects (according to the C-machine 
semantics). On the other hand, it is less obvious why a modified &reduction B la 
(hx,.M)V-* M[x,:= 
would establish sharing relations at the wrong time. This is a more subtle point and 
deserves an example. Consider the following expression: 
let f = (hx.(let y =0 in ((u-y.y)(succ y))!) in 
let d = f(O) in 
f(O) . 
Clearly, this program should yield 1. Furthermsrr~, the (expansion of the) underlined 
sub-term matches the left-han e of the above term relation on hx,-applications. 
If we apply the reduction, we 
let f (Ax.(( 
let d =f(O) in 
f(O) . 
of this e on the C-machine 2. As mentioned 
above, the problem with the of reduction is that establishes 
of context- nsitivity eoclcerns the extent o which a 
et program. This is visible in 
to be timed correctly, but must so manipulate In other words, 
is is certainly unusual and does 
in re 
e finding a set of context- 
to the C-rewriting By their 
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very nature, imperative ffects must happen in a certain order. However, the second 
kind of context-sensitivity suggests apatiial solution. It indicates that if imperative 
transitions were only discharged at the root of a term, there would be no extent 
problem: all effects would be concerned with proper subterms of the redex. A 
restriction of imperative transitions to the root has the additional advantage th;t it 
naturally coordinates the timing of effects. 
Following this line of reasoning, we design two sets of term relations: notions of 
reduction and compurutions. The former are ordinary reduction rules that are appli- 
cable to any position within a term. T&ir task is to bubble a C-redex to the root of 
an evaluation context. Once the redex has ,e;r;ched the root, a computation relation 
performs the proper imperative effect. In order to keep this system consistent, 
computation relations must have a sub-privileged status. Unlike notions of reduction, 
they cannot be applied to sub-terms. We indicate this difference by using L> instead 
of 3 for denoting computations and by explicitly depicting their arguments as 
complete programs. 
An evaluation in the new system resembles a race. All imperative redexes in a 
program simultaneously start bubbling up towards the root. Whichever redex gets 
there first performs an imperative ffect. The appropriate arrival of an imperative 
redex at the top is determined by arbitration conditions in the reduction relations. 
Although such a system radically differs from a traditional calculus, it is an acceptable 
generalization of the notion of a calculus as we shall demonstrate in the next few 
sections. 
We start the design of our reductions and computations with the C-transition rule 
(C3). As mentioned above, the computation relation is only used at the root of a 
term. That means, it is applied in the empty context, and therefore, it has the same 
form as the transition rule without an evaluation context E[ 1: 
&(hx,.M)Vc4M4[x.$= V’], IE Lab(M, V). (PO) 
Otherwise, if the C-redex for (C3) appears nested in an evaluation context, it must 
bubble up to the root. Since the computation relation takes care of the empty context, 
the inductive definition of evaluation contexts requires consideration of two more 
cases: the embedding of a C-redex to the left of an arbitrary term N and to the 
right of a value U. In the first case, the C-transition rule says that the modified 
A-body and the term N form a new application. But this is equivalent o forming 
the application of the abstraction body to the argument first and modifying the 
body afterwards: 
E[((Ax,.M) V)N] - E[(Ax,.MN) V]. 
Since this modified transition rule is clearly independent of the evaluation context, 
we can adopt the context-free variant as another notion of reduction: 
((hx,.M) VjN ---, (Ax,.MN) v. (PL) 
Based on the symmetry of the definition of evaluation contexts, we suggest he 
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following rule for the case where the C-redex is to the right of a value U: 
W((Axm.M)V)-, (Ax,.UM)V (PR) 
Like the &rule itself, these reductions rely on the hygiene convention and amme that 
the sets of free variables in N and U do not contain x,,. 
From the treatment of Ax,-applications, it is clear how to de 1 with the sjmuiation 
of assignments. The computation relation for o-applicatioa2 is 
&(a 8l-M) VP&M[~' := V’]. (4 
An embedded o--application can work its way to the root of a term with rules similar 
to those for a A-application. This process is applicable to both instantiated and 
uninstantiated o-capabilities: 
((uX.M)V)N+ (uX(MN))v, (4 
U((oX.M) V) ---, (crX.( UM)) v. (CR) 
Unfortunately, the bubbling-up technique cannot be applied as easily to the 
delabeling of labeled values. Unlike a A-abstraction or a u-capability, a labeled 
value does not contain a subterm that can be used for the gradual incorporation of 
the term context. The key insight4 is that, except for two cases, labeled values are 
only delabeled once they become the argument of some function. The first exception 
is the simple occurrence of a labeled value as a program by itself. Although this is 
only possible as the final step of an evaluation, we still need a (computation) rule 
to account for this case: 
&v’P&v[~‘:= V’]. (stop) 
The second exception is the occurrence of a labeled value in function position, but 
it is easy to ste that this case can be transformed into an application of a function 
to a labeled value 
V’M --j (Av.vM) V! (Qp?l) 
Once the labeled value is delabeled, the resulting function is immediately applied 
to the proper argument after a simple &step. 
Given the assumption that labeled values always occur to the right of a value, 
we can proceed with our analysis in the usual way. First, consider the occurrence 
of such a term in the empty context. Then it is time to strip off the label and to 
perform the application 
&( UV’) c- & U( vp’ := Vi]). m! 
Second, if (UV’) is nested in an evaluation context and, say, is to the left of some 
expression &I, the application must somehow incorporate the additiorsal argument 
4 This solution was suggested by Robert Hieb, Indiana University; it greatly improves our own from 
earlier reports [4,SJ. 
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A4 into the function U in order to move closer to the top. The resulting application 
should first delabel V’, then apply U to the resulting value, and finall 
of this application should abso from the value of V’, this informal 
description leads to the A-abs for the merger function of U and 
A4 As in the above case of o-capabilities, this same argument also holds for an 
application of a function U t0 an as le variable. Putting this together, the 
appropriate reduction is defined by 
(UX)M + (hx,.Ux,M)X. (DL) 
By symmetry, we obtain a similar rule for the case where the application is to the 
right of some value 
U( W) + (Ax U( Vx))X (W 
The definition of reduction and computation relations for assignable variables 
and labeled values ends the design phase of ahe A&calculus. For convenience, we 
have collected the relations in a separate definition. 
5.2. Definition (Reductions and computations). Recall that U and V denote v&es, 
and that ranges over assignable variables and labeled values. The notions of 
reduction are 
U((hxJkqV)-* (hx,.(UM))V ad 
((by M)V)N-* (hx,.(MN))V (B ) L 
U((d.M)V)-(oX.(UM))V (ok) 
((trX.M)V)N-*(trX(MN))V ( ) OL 
V” (&I> 
( -+ (Ax. VxM)X (DL) 
U( WC) -+ (hx.U( Vx))X (a?) 
The computation relations are 
&( Ax,. )Vp&M[x,:= V’] where I is fresh (PCJ 
(4 
(DT) 
refer to the left-hand sides of computations as computational redexes. 
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The next steps in the development of our calculus are straightforward. As usual, 
we collect 311 notions of reductions into 3 single relation, s, al&d form a con 
relation. As in the definition of the A,-calculus, we use an arbitrary &-context to 
formalize the idea of applying a reduction to a redex at an arbitra 
Thus far our calculus would be a simple extension of the traditio 
However, since our go31 is a calculus for simulatin 
must go beyond conventional constructions and som 
relations in order to cope with imperative effects. To avoid any interference of 
computations with the compatibility construction, we have chosen to define a 
computation as the union of the (transitive) s-reduction and the four computation 
relations. The motiv3tion behind this step is that one computation step can simulate 
one C-transition step: the reduction can bubble up a redex to the root 3nd 3 
computation relation c3n perform the imperative action. Qn top of this corn~~tat~~ 
we define comput3tional equality as the smallest equivalence relation that encloses 
the computation. 
5.3. Definition (?%e h&calculus). The basic notion of reduction is 
The one-step s-reduction *s is the compatible closure of s: 
M-,N if (P,Q)Es, M=C[P], 
and N = C[Q] for some P, Q, and C[ ] in A,. 
The s-reduction is denoted by -w, and is the reflexive, transitive closure of -s. We 
denote the smallest equivalence relation generated by -s with =s and call it 
s-equality. The s-computation bs is defined by 
The relation es is the smallest equivalence relation generated by bs. We refer to 
it as computational equality. 
The result of our calculus design is an unorthodox two-level system: on the lower 
level, it is a convention31 congruence, on the upper one, a simple equi &ence 
relation. When we talk about the A,-S-c3lculus, we refer to the relation B,. We 
write M es N or A,-S” I- M = N for theorems and derivations on this level. 
Although weaker, the congruence relation =s is traditional and interesting in its 
own right. We consider it as a sub-calculus and use the notation A,-S t- 
6. Consistency an 
Given the definition of a calculus, the question arises ow this calculus compares 
with others. For our work there are two problems of immediate concern, namely, 
consistency and standardization. However, before we 
look at the nature of variables in our sys 
variables do not play an active role in proo 
values and nothing else. Although AS contai 
assignable variables, we can still prove a co 
. L&et x, E vur,, x0 E var,, Q such that I 
(i) &,-S” I- &MV =&NV 
(ii) Au-S” t & NV imppies A&” b 
(iii) A,-S I- M = N implies I(dS I- 
(iv) A,-S t- M = IV implies A,-S I- 
emark. The antecedents in statements (i) and (ii) imply that the label set for V is 
disjoint fmm the fence of the label sets of M and IV, i.e., the labels 
that a proof of M es N introduces in and cannot intefiere with the labels in 
K 
f. The claims follow m an induction on the structure of the proofs. The 
induction relies on a generalized version of the substitution lemma [2]: 
M[ u := V][u := ?J[ tb := V]] = M[u := U][ E):= V] if u e FV( V); 
and on a commutation lemma for substitution and labeled-value substitution: 
M[u:= V][e”:= (U[v:= VI)‘]= M[@‘:= u’][v:= V] if lti Lab( V). 0 
We shall use the theorem in the following section on the correctness of the 
calculus. it is stated here because of its logical nature. 
The consistency of traditional calculi is implied by a Church-Rosser theorem. 
shows the confluence of two reduction paths that proceed in two 
rections from the same term. For our two-level calculus, however, this 
We must prove in addition that a computation step cannot interfere 
with the Church-Rouser property of the reduction system, i.e., that it cannot cause 
a divergence of derivation paths in the upper-level equivalence relation. 
(Consistency). (i) The notion of reduction s is Church- Rosser. 
e s-computation satisfies the diamond property. 
The theorem implies an important corollary. 
6.3. e9$ L and P$ L_ 
This corollary and the existence of distinct, irreducible terms uarantee that the 
calculus cannot prove e ations between all terms. It furthermore shows that a 
ram reduces to a va if it has a value. 
The second basic questio calculi is whether there are standardize 
tion sequences. Standardiz ation sequences constitute the basis fo 
decision procedure for derivations and are thus crucial for findin 
normal-forms of programs. In the A-calculus and the A,-calculus, standard deriva- 
tions are formed by reducin the leftmost-outermost redex or, if a leftmost-outermost 
ex is not reduced, it is xcluded from any further consideration in the rest of 
the derivation. The A&calculus also has such standard derivations, but, as above, 
this again requires the consideration of two levels. For the lower level, we must 
show that there are standard reduczion sequences in the reduction sub-calculus; for 
the upper level, we must extend the notion of standard reduction sequences to 
standard computation sequences and prove their adequa 
The definition of standard reduction and computation sequences for proving a 
Curry-Feys Standardization Theorem proceeds in two stepc-a slick strategy due 
to Plotkin [21]. First, we define the standard reduction and the standard computation 
function. These partial functions provide the proper means for contracting exactly 
one redex at a time, namely, the leftmost-outermost redex or computational redex 
that is not embedded in a value. Both functions are undecfined onvalues. By adding 
in the computation after extending the notion of reduction s to a standard reduction 
function, we ensure that top-level computation steps cannot cause inconsistencies. 
6.4. Definition ( 7?ze standard reduction and standard computation functions). (i) The 
standard reduction function maps M to N, N H, N, if there are P, Q, and an 
evaluation context E[ ] such that (P, Q) E s, M = E[ P], and N = Ef Q]. 
(ii) The standard computation function is an extension of the standard reduction 
function with the computation relations 
b 
*ss =~,,u/3~uu~uDTuSTOP. 
Second, we use these functions to define two notions of term sequences: the 
standard reduction and the standard computation sequences, respectively. 
dard reduction sequence combines a series of terms. It is constructed by a 
the standard reduction function to some sub-term of a given term and by appending 
standard reduction sequences with a common beginning and end. 
sub-term need not be the leftmost-outermost redex, but once a left 
redex is not red , it must remain unred 
uence. In short, a standa reduction sequence is approximately aseries of terms 
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that are related via almost-leftmost-outermost reductions. Standaro computations 
sequences extend reduction sequences with computations. 
6.5. Definition (Standard sequences). Standard reduction sequences, abbreviated SR- 
sequences, are defined by: 
all constants and variables are sR-sequences; 
if M,, . . . , M,,,, IV,, . . . , N,, and V,, . -. , I$ are sR-sequences, then 
AxM,, . . . , AxM,, 
M,N,,...,M,N,,...,M,N,, 
ox.M,,. . ., ax.M,, 
(VI 
I 1 1 .I:= e 1) 9.--v (VI i &= 0’1)’ 
are sR-sequences; 
if M-,,M1 and M,,..., M, is an sR-sequence, then M, M,, . . . , M, is an 
sr+sequence. 
All standard reduction sequences are also standard computation sequences, c- 
sequences, and if 
M Gs M and M,,..., Mk is an sc-sequence, 
then M1 MI,..., Mk is an SC-sequence. 
The Standardization Theorem states-for the calculus and the sub-calculus-that 
every one-way derivation can be reformulated as a standard derivation. 
6.6. Theorem (Standardization). (i) M -w, N if and only if there is an sR-sequence 
L 1,---S L, with M = L, and L,, = N; 
(ii) M p$ N if and only if there is an SC-sequence L1,. . . , L,, with M = L, and 
L, = N. 
roof. The proof of the theorem is an extension of Plotkin’s proof of the Standardiz- 
ation Theorem for the &-calculus. It is presented in the Appendix. Cl 
With the Consistency and Standardization Theorems in place, we are on firm 
ground. Consistency gives us the security that equations in the calculus make sense, 
standardization provides an effective procedure for finding values of programs. We 
are now ready to investigate the correctness of the A&calculus. 
After completing the design and logical analysis of the AU-S-calculus, we need to 
address the important question of whether it is the right calculus. Our goal was to 
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derive a conservative xtension of the &,-calculus for A,. To verify this, we must 
check that the extension is conservative, and that the calculus is a programming 
language calculus according to the criteria outlined in Section 2. In other words, 
we must answer three questions: 
(1) Is the A,-S-calculus a conservative xtension of the A,-calculus? 
(2) Do the machine and the calculus compute the same answer for a program? 
(3) Does equality in the calculus imply operational equality on the machine? 
The first question is the easiest one to answer, given that the definition of the 
new calculus subsumes the reduction relation of the AD-calculus, and given the 
corollary of the Consistency Theorem about the shape of derivations. 
7.1. Theorem. For M, NE A, A, I- Ad = N #A,-S” t- Ad = N. 
Proof. The direction from left to right is obvious since the definition of the notion 
of reduction s includes the notion of reduction u as a sub-relation. For the opposite 
direction, assume that AU-S” I- M = N. By the Consistency Theorem (6.2) and its 
corollary, we know that for some L, M -$ L and N C-F L. But, given that both 
terms are pure A-terms, none of the steps in either computation sequence can 
actually be a computation or reduction step involving assignable variables or labels, 
which the left-hand sides of these rules require. Hence, all steps must be pu- or 
&reductions and are therefore also valid in the A,-calculus. Cl 
For the second question, we simply need to check that the standard function is 
an alternative formulation of the C-rewriting system. After all, we started the design 
of the A&calculus based on the idea that the C-rewriting system works like a 
standard reduction system, and we defined the standard computation function as 
the function that always reduces the leftmost-outermost redex in an application-term. 
7.2. Theorem. For all programs M E A, (or As), eval&M) = V if M HE* Vfor 
some value V. 
Proof. Recall that the standard computation function reduces either a computational 
redex at the root of a program or a simple redex in an evaluation context, and that 
it never reduces a redex inside of a value. Kence, we can show by induction on the 
structure of an evaluation context that 
E[V’] 2; E[ V[.‘:= V’]] 
[x := V’]] where I is fresh, 
a(~ WI k E[ ‘I= V’]. 
This means that the standard computation function correctly simulates the imperative 
actions; the simulation of & and S-steps is obvious. Cl 
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The last correctness question has a curious answer. Equality of &-terms in the 
calculus indeed implies operational equality on the machine, but, on one hand, this 
statement is almost useless and, on the other, it is difficult to prove. To understand 
is, recall the purpose of operational equivalence. It is to equate terms that are 
interchangeable in all contexts, that is, the context-dependencies of both terms are 
the same. It is clear that the context-dependencies of &-terms are theirfree variables. 
And this is the point of contention. In the h&calculus, free assignable variables 
stand for and arF;: replaced by labeled values, and, only when they are replaced by 
values, can we know how a derivation of the term proceeds. Yet, such labeled values 
are not a part of A,, but of the larger language A,. Hence, we must use this larger 
ianguage and reason about its operational equivalence relation. This, however, 
causes a major problem: because of the context-sensitive computations, equalities 
of As-terms in the calculus do not necessarily hold on the machine. 
73. Proposition. (i) A,-S I- M = N implies M = s N. 
(ii) A,-S” k M = N does not imply M ss N. 
Proof. Point (i) is easy. The reduction sub-calculus is a full congruence relation. 
By Theorem 7.2, we also know that we can standard reduce to a value inside the 
calculus, and, by the Consistency Theorem, we know that this can only be a unique 
basic constant. For point (ii), consider instantiations of the computations (Us) and 
(W: 
Au-S” F uo’ = uo, A,-S” t- (0 0’ .l)O = 1. (192) 
It is obvious that 1 and (ae’.l)O behave differently in most contexts, and that UO 
is generally not the same as UO’. The use of computations is restricted to the top 
of a program. It is consequently impossible that such equations are valid in more 
general co&exts as it would be the case with a congruence relation like S-operational 
equivalence. 0 
The proof of Proposition 7.3 reveals that there are two distinct troublesome aspects 
of computations concerning their use in proofs about operational equivalences. On 
one hand, they rely on the specific value parts of labeled values, but this part of 
course depends on the assignments that precede the delabeling. On the other hand, 
terms on one side of such a computation equation are about to perform an imperative 
effect whereas the term on the other side has just performed such an effect; in other 
words, the two terms of a computation equation have different etiects on their 
potential contexts. 
If we want to use the derivations and equations of the calculus for reasoning 
about operational equivalence, we must factor out those that contain these prototypi- 
cal problems. The first problem of relying on specific labeled l:alues could be avoided 
by requiring that an equation be independent of the labeled values in the two terms. 
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More formally, if 
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A,$” + M[.‘, := V$] . . l [dn := V’,l] = It’[,‘l := V;I] l . 9 [.I,, := Vi], 
where I 1 9 . . . , l,, are all the labels in M and N, then this equation must not only 
hold for the specific values V,, . . . , V,, but for all arbitrary values in their places. 
This restriction would certainly rule out equation (1) in the above proof as an 
admissible equation. 
For the second problem, we need a restriction that rules out that the two equation- 
terms have different effects. The solution relies on two simple ideas. First, a difference 
in effect can only be observed when terms are evaluated. Second, terms are only 
evaluated in evaluation contexts. Put together, the second restriction says that an 
equation is only admissible when it holds in all evaluation contexts. A unification 
of the two restrictions yields the formal definition of admissible or safe calculus- 
equations. 
7.4. Definition (Safe theorems). Let M, NE As and let L,ab( M) v Lab(N) = 
11 1, . . . , I,,}. The A,-S” theorem J_ M = N is safe if for all evaluation contexts 
and for n non-assignable variables ul, . . . , v, 
n,_s” ,_ E[M][& := v#] . . . [.!I := &] = E[ N][ I, := &++I. . . [.I, := &]_ 
The adequacy of safe theorems is encapsulated in the central theorem of this 
section. 
7.5. Theorem (Safe-ness). If A,-S” k M = N is safe9 then M = s N. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that M and N contain one free 
non-assignable variable (x), one free assignable variable (y), and one labeled value 
(with label I). Now, let D[ ] be an arbitrary context and assume that D[ M] evaluates 
to a basic constant a: 
A,-S” I- D[M] sg a. 
If M plays an active role in this derivation, a closed and possibly side-effected 
version M’ must occur in an evaluation context E[ 1: 
Au-S” F D[M] zc E[M’] z$s a, 
where M’s M[x:= U][y := V”]][ ’ := W’]. From the assumption that =Nisa 
safe theorem, it follows that 
A,-S” t- E[ M’] = E[ N’] 
where N’= N[x := U][y := V"][ m' := W’]. The safe-ness of the theorem guarantees 
that side-effects cannot interfere with the roof; the Substitution Theorem provides 
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for orthogonality of simple variable substitutions: its antecedent is satisfied because 
U, V, and W were a part of the program all along. 
Given this, we can replace the above derivation by 
h,-S-I-D[M]=E[N’]=E[M’]s$a. 
This can be done for every occurrence of a version of M in an evaluation context 
in the rest of the standard computation sequence. Consequently, the entire derivation 
is independent of M: 
&,-SD t- D[ N] = a 
By the Consistency and the Standardization Theorem, it follows that 
as desired. 0 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is the third correctness theorem for 
the h&calculus. The central idea is that equations between &terms are automati- 
cally safe as opposed to equations between &terms, which may contain labeled 
values. 
7.6. Theorem. For M, NE A,, Au-S” I- M = N implies M =T@ N. 
Proof. Since neither M nor N contain labeled values, they automatically satisfy 
one half of the safe-ness condition. Moreover, the absence of labels also prohibits 
any immediate imperative ffects on an evaluation context. Hence, equations between 
&-terms are safe and imply a-operational equivalence by the Safe-ness 
theorem. Cl 
Remark. The theorem does not imply that A,-SD t- M = N implies A,-SD t- C[ M] = 
C[ N] for arbitrary contexts. Indeed, this is wrong as the following example demon- 
strates. Consider the equation 
Au-SD I- (Ax.(ox.2)1)0 = 2. 
From this equation it does not follow that 
Au-SD I- Ay.(Ax.(ax.2)1)0 = Ay.2. 
Since the right-hand side is an irreducible term, the left-hand side would have to 
be reducible to the right-hand side. But it is easy to see that there is no standard 
reduction sequence from left to right and hence the two terms are not equivalent 
in the calculus. 
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The upshot of our development and the correctness theorems is that imperative 
extensions of functional 1angJages with assignments have equational theories. Based 
on the conservative xtension property, we can re-use all the equations and proofs 
about functional programs in the &,-calculus. The Simulation Theorem gives us the 
right to rely on C-rewriting rules for derivations in the A&calculus. This is of great 
interest, given the idea of safe equations. The Safe-ness theorem provides the recipe 
for using the full calculus in this process, and safe theorems heavily rely on the 
idea of performing a complete, C-rule like derivation inside of an evaluation calculus. 
The last correctness theorem says that the h&calculus is indeed the right equational 
tool for reasoning about operational equivalences of &terms. In the next section, 
we show how all the pieces fit together. 
8. Examples 
In the preceding sections we have developed an equational theory for higher-order 
functional languages with assignments. Next, we must demonstrate the feasibility 
of reasoning with this theory, i.e., we must show how easy or how difficult it is to 
derive operational equivalences about expressions. The correctness theorems of the 
previous section provide the recipe for such proofs. Our plan is to investigate this 
recipe with some simple examples, to apply these results to some typical problem 
cases for denotational semantics [7,16, lS], and to conclude with a brief investigation 
of an imperative version of the recursion combinator. 
In order to understand the connection between operational equivalences, 
equations about &-terms, and safe equations, we begin with some examples on 
the effect of simple assignments of values to variables. Consider the program 
fragment 
beginvarx;...x:= U;x:= V--end, 
where U and V are some arbitrary values. Clearly, the first assignment of U to the 
variable x cannot have any impact on the evaluation and is thus eliminable. The 
formal counterpart o this idea is that the fragment is operationally equivalent o 
the block 
begin var X; . . . x := V- l l end. 
With &-terms, we can express this as the equation 
(A&.C[(ox,.(ax,.M) V) U])O- (Ax,.C[(&;.M) V])O, 
where 0 is an arbitrary initial value for #a and C[ ] and A4 represent he rest of 
the block. 
How can we prove this equation? First, we know that the block can only affect 
the result if it is evaluated. Hence, we can apply the transition rule (C3) to both sides: 
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In this new proof goal, the crucial terms are the fill-ins of the context C[ 1. The 
goal holds if we can show that these two subterms are operationally equivalent: 
( u ’ .(a e’. M) V) U[xa := 0’1 = (o 0’. M) V[x, := 0’1. 
Second, in order to prove this last equation, we apply the Safe-ness theorem. In 
other words, we must show that 
&,-SW I- ia 0’ .(u @’ . M) V) U[x, := 0'1 = (a 0’. M) V[xa := 0’1, 
and that this equation is safe. To this end, we assuwne without loss of generality 
that no label other than I occurs in M, U, or V, and prove the above equation in 
the &,-S-calculus. Indeed, to avoid duplication of work, we not only develop a 
derivation for the equation but a derivation schema that proves the equation in all 
evaluation contexts and for arbitrary I-labeled values: 
h,-S” t- E[(u @‘.((o= e’.M)V))U][*‘:= xi] 
= E[(u @‘.M) V][.‘:= U’] 
= E[ M][ .’ := U’][ .’ := V’] 
= E[M][e’:= V’] 
= E[(u ‘.M) V][@‘:= xi]. 
Clearly, this derivation schema establishes the original equation and in addition 
proves all relevant instantiations of this equation that we need to prove in order to 
verify its safe-ness. The safe-ness of the equation implies the proof goal. 
Another property of simple assignments i the interchangeability of such assign- 
ments to distinct variables (in a call-by-value language). More precisely, we should 
be able to prove equations like 
. . . x:=u;y~=v..*~~..y:=v;x:=u~~‘. 
Applying the same analysis as above, this equation holds if we can prove the 
following safe equation about &-terms: 
A,-S” I- (u e’.((u ‘&.M)V))U = (a 6((u e’.M)U))V 
The appropriate derivbtion schema proceeds as follows: 
A,-S” I- E[(u k .M)V)) U][e’:= xi][ek := yi] 
= E[(u ok .M) V][@‘:= U’] 
As in i”ne first example, this proves the desired goal. 
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An interesting eneralization of this secon uation is the case where the second 
simple assignment is replaced by an arbitra computation without reference to the 
first variable: 
or 
. . . x:= u; . . l s. . . ;x;=u..., 
(Q &((Ad.N)M))U = (Ad.((o 
where U Lab(M). For the proof of this, we distinguish two cases. First, suppose 
that M diverges. Then it is clear that both expressions also diverge: the right one 
uses M immediately, the left one after a simple assignment that cannot affect 
Second, assume that M terminates in al! evaluation contex possibly with effects 
on the context. Assuming, without loss cf generality, that can only affect and 
can only be affected through the label k, we can state this property as an equation: 
Au-S” I- E[M[ak := y:]] = E[ W][ek:= Vk]. 
Given this, we claim that 
ho-S” F (a .‘.((Ad.N)M))U =(Ad.((o &N)U))M, where 1~ Lab(M), 
and, furthermore, that this equation is safe. The following derivation schema proves 
the claim: 
A,-S” I- E[(o e’.(Ad.N))U][e’:= x;][ek := y;] 
= E[(hd.N)M][e’:= U’] 
= E[(Ad.N) W][e’:= U’][ek:= (V[ 
= E[N][ek := Vk][ei:= (u[ 
= E[(u o’.N)U][ek:= Vk][e’:= xi] 
= E[(Ad.(( u e’.N)U))M][e’:= xi][ek := yi]. 
Besides elimination and interchangeability, simple assignments also have directly 
observable effects. By this we mean that an immediately following reference to an 
assigned variable can be replaced by the right-hand value, i.e., 
(a e’.E[x:]) V= (u 
for all evaluation contexts E[ 1. We prove this in the usual manner: 
A,$=- I- E’[(a ‘.E[x:])V]= E’[E[x’,]][ 
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In Algol-style syntax, this equation is expressible as 
. ..x.= v;E[x]...==...x:=V;E[V] . .._ (f) 
We are now ready to apply the above results to a typical example 
languages that can only be treated with non-trivial denotational st 
The example concerns the following operational equivalence of 
ments: 
begin var x; x:= 0; P( ); if x=0 then (n end42 
The variable P is a procedure variable, P( ) a procedure call, the symbol 0 stands 
for some infinite loop. This immediately implies that (the expression for) P cannot 
refer to x and hence, by (*), we can exchange the call to P and the simple assignment 
to x: 
begin vat x; x := 0; P( ); if x = 0 theL 0 end 
1: begin var x; P( ); x := 0; if x = 0 then I2 end. 
tiext we know that the reference to x in the comparison of the if-statement follows 
a simple assignment in an evaluation context and thus the rule (t) applies: 
. . .z begin var x; P( ); x := 0; if 0 = 0 then l2 end. 
An application of the appropriate &rules for comparisons and for if, together with 
a second application of (*), yields 
. . .- -begin var x; P( ); 0; x:= 0 end. 
A simple case analysis on P’s termination behavior now shows the above equivalence. 
If P terminates, the block will start the infinite loop 0; otherwise, it is in an infinite 
loop already. In either case, the block is operationally equivalent o an infinite loop. 
For another illustration of the power of the A&calculus, we take a second 
example from the same report that cannot be dealt with in the currently available 
denotational models. Consider the program fragment 
begin var x; procedure Q(J~); begin x := y end; P(Q) end. 
Since there are no further references to x, only assignments, and since Algol- 
languages do not permit reference to local storage outside of its lexical scope, this 
block is operationally equivalent o the statement 
rocedure Q(y); begin noop end; P(Q) end. 
In the Meyer-Sieber [18] store model, however, these two fragments are not 
semantically equivalent. 
With our calculus, we can at least prove the equivalence when the call P(Q) 
et US first translate this equation into a suitable form: 
The block on the left side reduces to P(o ’ .O) for SOme lg Lab(P): 
: A,-S” t- (Ax.P(cmo))o= P(a CO). 
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The assumption that the call P(Q) terminates can be translated into the fact that 
there is a finite derivation in the calculus from the call to some value: 
A,-S” I- P(a CO) = VI 
Since the underlying language is Algal-like, that is, stack-based, we also know that 
1 and u @‘.9 cannot occur in K During the evaluation, P may actually invoke a 
several times. This means some steps in the derivation are applications of the 
o-capability to some value 6/ in an evaluation context E[ 1: 
A,-$=-+ P(a.‘.O)=-=E[(a~‘.O)Lr]=~~~= V. 
On the other hand, it follows for every single invocation of P’s argument hat it 
has no effect on its evaluation context and the rest of the derivation: 
A,-S”+- l l = E[(a &OjU] = E[O][e’:= U’] = E[(Ad.O)U] = l . l . 
Since the derivation is finite, we can show by induction on the length of the derivation 
that g 60 can consistently be replaced by Ad.0: 
AaS” t- V = l l l = E[(Ad.O) U] = l l l = P(Ad.0). 
Putting the first evaluation step and the two derivations together, we obtain 
A,-S” I- (Ax.P(crx.O))O = P(Ad.0). 
Finally, it is easy to see that this equation is also safe. Unfortunately, if P(Q) does 
not terminate, we cannot prove this equality._ We return to this point in the last section. 
T&e final example differs from the previous ones in several ways. Thus far, the 
programs have been of first- or second-order flavor and have not dealt with self- 
referential assignments and values. Now we drop all these restrictions. The program 
tblat we treat is an imperative version of the recursion operator. The usual way of 
realizing recursive function definitions in the A-calculus framework is based on 
self-application. That is, if the functional F defines a function f by self-reference: 
(fx) = (Ffjx, then f is represented in A, as 
Y, is the call-by-value recursion combinator [22,26]. It is defined as 
def 
yv = (A~(Ax=(hg=f(Ax.(ggjxjj(~ggf(Ax.(gg)x)))) 
and satisfies the fixp?int equation (Y, F)x = F(Y,F)x. 
n real systems, however, recursive functions are not implemented through self- 
application. Instead, these implementations use self-reference of function variables. 
in A,, this can be expressed as a different version of the Y,-combinator. This 
imperative Y!-combinator also takes a defining functional as an argument, hen sets 
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up a new variable binding, and finally assigns to this variable a function that refers 
to this variable: 
def 
v, = ~~(Ag*(og.g)(A;mfgx))O. m 
Although this imperative recursion combinator is a generally accepted means for 
implementing recursion [9,15,27], its correctness proof has been ignored. With the 
A,-S-calculus, it is not only possible to express the combinator, but it is also easy 
to verify the fixpoint property of Y! with a simple calculation: 
x,-S?-- Y!Fx=(Ag&g~.g,)(AxFg,x))Ox by (I%) 
=(tr 6O')(AxFO'x)x hY (C3) 
=(AxFO'x)'x WW 
=(AxF(AxFO'x)'x)x by (W 
= F(AxFO'x)'x bY (Is,) 
= F((o 6O')(AxFO'x))x by ES) 
= F((hg,.(~~-g,)(hxFg~))O)x by (W 
= F(Y_F)x. bY WKJ. 
Since this derivation yields a theorem between &-terms, the theorem automatically 
is an operational equivalence. 
Naturally, we would also like to show that the imperative recursion combinator 
produces a minimal fixpoint. This corresponds to our intuitive understanding of 
recursion and would establish an equivalence between Y, and Y!. However, with 
our simple syntactic calculus, it is impossible to state or to prove such a statement. 
This is another drawback of our work, and we address this point in the last section. 
9. Summary and perspective 
oal of our work was to extend the A,-calculus to a calculus about a 
higher-order programming language with imperative assignment statements. For the 
implementation of our goal, we formalized an abstract machine semantics for an 
extended A-programming language with an assignment expression and discussed 
the implied operational equivalence as the of correctness proofs and program 
transformations. Next, we transformed the ract machine semantics into a more 
text-oriented rewriting system and derived a calculus-like theory from it. A central 
advantage of both over conventional mo&ls of higher-order languages is the 
avoidance of the infamous “garbage” and “fyee list” problem [7,18]. The proof of 
the corr2ztness theorem for the A&calculus revealed that the relationship between 
the extended calculus and the underlying rogramming language is of complex 
nature, yet, with a short series of example we were able to show that this does 
e calculus’s capabilities. In summary, the equational theory is a good 
basis for an almost algebraic style of reasoning about imperative programs. 
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During the feasibility study, we indicated some problems with our calculus. Put 
into slogan form, the h&calculus is a calculus in Church’s sense, but not in Scott’s, 
More technically, the theory is a syntactic system and lacks semantic orderin 
relationships, limits, and an induction principle for infinite computations. One 
possible alternative without these problems is to work directly with operational 
equivalence. This line of research is being explored by ason and Taicott 112, 13, 
141.’ Their basic idea is that operational equivalence already is a congruence relation, 
and that all we need to develop are strategies for reasoning with this relation. To 
this end, Mason and Talcott develop a set of primitive laws, which are frequently 
used operational equivalences. With these laws-there are some sixty for first-order 
Lisp-it is possible to prove the correctness of many interesting transformations. 
Since operational equivalence is closely related to operational approximation, it is 
also straightforward with this approach to establish a fixpoint induction principle 
about infinite computations. 
Although convincing at first glance, the direct approach is also loaded with 
problems. First, given that operational equivalence is a congruence relation, but 
that the value of a program is often operationally distinct from the program, it is 
impossible to use the operational equivalence relation for evaluating programs. 
Second, as a consequence of t*pis, there cannot be a finite number of laws that yield 
all equivalence proofs; the collection of laws will have to be expanded over time. 
Third, and probably most important, unlike programming language calculi, 
operational equivalence relations are sensitive to the principal building blocks of 
the underlying programming language. As a consequence, theorems about some 
functional programs, for example, cannot be re-used in an imperative setting: such 
theorems have to be re-established from scratch. From this perspective, the calculus 
is simply interesting because it identifies equalities that hold across a broad class 
of programming languages. Working with both the calculus and the operational 
equivalence should facilitate the work with multi-paradigm programming languages. 
The development of the h&calculus is only a first step towards an improved 
understanding of imperative programming languages. The problems that it poses 
do not have trivial solutions. Still, we believe that the system is a good starting point 
for further research about the nature of assignment operations and state variables 
in programming languages. 
ment 
Sussman and Steele’s paper on Scheme as an interpreter for extended h-calculus 
[25] stimulated us to consider how such a calculus could be constructed for 
assignments in higher-order languages. Discussions with Robert 
’ Their work is mostly concerned with Lisp-like languages and relies on an operational semantics in 
the style of our CS-machine with the garbage problem. For the purpose of this comparison, we simply 
ignore these differences. 
key insight for the elimination of D-appli 
Talcott and Albert Meyer cl 
systems. ruce Duba, 5 
Wand provided helpful co 
referees pointed out seve 
presentation. 
roofs of the consistency 
pattern. For both theorems, ahe 
implies the claim about the e 
are suBGent in both 
59-63; 21, p. 136-142 
a conventional pm0 
ditional techniques 
sub-calculus [2, p. 
aus) re-working of 
sume the correctness G Then we need to 
i = I,2 and L, slab s a term N such 
that Li -, Ni We proceed by case analysis on M bs L,: 
(I) M =&(Ax*.B)VP V’] = L, where I is fresh. First, we must consider 
the case 
= dk(hx*.P) vm 
where # L At this point, we can exploit the kn 
applie o complete programs. Hence, it folio 
el-equivalent programs, this car 
Next, we must analyze two subcases bee 
(a) Lz = (hx,.P,) 
*contains two subterms: 
and the Substitution Theorem (6.1) induces 
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) L2= (Ax,.P) V, because V s V’. This second alternative requires a variant 
of the Substitution Theorem, namely, that 
P[x, := U’] *, P[x,. :== V’] if U -+, V. 
Given this, the rest is the same as in sub-case (a). 
(2) =&(a .‘.P)Vr,&P[e’:= (V[e’:= V’])‘]= Lt. ain two relevant 
cases: a reduction of M either transforms P or V The claim follows from calculations 
like the preceding ones provided that we can prove the following two properties of 
labeled-value substitution: 
p[o’:= tJ’] *s P[@’ := V’] if U *, V, 
p[ e’ := V’] es Q[ e’ := V’] if P es Q. 
(3) M=&(Uv’)P&U(V[~‘:= V’]) = L,. For this case we need the property 
U[ et := U’] “u, V[ e’ := V’] if U ++s V. 
Otherwise, it does not add any new problems. 
(4) M = &V’P$ V[e' := V’] = L, . Like (3). 
(5) M *, LI . There are two subcases possible: the second step can be a computa- 
tion or a reduction. In the former case, we have a situation that is symmetric to a 
previous one; in the latter, M +, L2, and the consequence holds because of the 
assumed Church-Rosser property for s. 
In order to complete the proof, we must still show the following four properties 
of substitution and labeled-value substitution: 
P[& := U’] as P[x, := V’], 
p[e’ := U’] e, P[ 0’ := 
p[ e’ := V’] +s Q[e' := V’], 
U[ e’ := U’] 4, vp’ := V’], 
if P*,Qand U es V The first two claims follow from straightforward ind 
on the structure of P The third uses a structural induction on the reducbi 
P to Q and is based on the commutativity of substitution and Iabcled-value 
substitution (see Theorem 6 1). Finally, t roof of the fourth claim is a simple 
combination of the second and thi 
With the preceding proof we have re uced the consist5 cY Problem of the 
A&calculus to the consistency pro 
to define a version of 
the parallel reduction relation *I for s. For the proof of the Standardization Theorem 
we also define a notion of the size of a parallel reduction. 
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efinition ( me parallel reduction -ul). The parallel reduction over AS is denoted 
by ++ and is defined as folisws, where sM-, N or just s is the function which 
measures the size of the derivation M +I N and (x, M) is the number of free 
occurrences of x in M: 
(1) M+q M, s=O; 
(2) if M -ul M’, N-n1 ‘, U e1 U’, and V-, V’ then 
(Ax.M)V+Q M’[x:= V’], 
s=s M-, M .+ n(x, M’)sN+., Ne+ 1 
((hx,.M)V)N +, (hx,.M’N’)V’, 
s=s M_,M’~SN-~,N’+~“-,~‘+~ 
U((hx,.M) V) -ul (hx,.U’M’)V’, 
S=SM-,M’+SU-,U’+SV-,V’+l 
((uX.M)V)N -ul (aX.M’N’)V’, 
S=S~-,M’+SN~,N’+Sv-,V’+1 
U((oX.M)V)-w, (uX.U’M’)V’, 
s=s M-,M’+SU-,U’+sV-,V’+l 
( wr)M --), t ((Ax, l U’x,w&), 
s=s M-,M’+SU_w,U’+l 
V( u&A * 1 ((AXA l V’( U’x, krL 
s=s u-w, u’+sv-, ve+ 1 
(UW’)M-w, ((Ax,. U’x,M’) W’), 
s = SM-, M’+ s&q u*+ SW-m, W*+ 1 
s=s M-u, M’+SV-, V’+ 1; 
(3) if -))l M’, IV-, N’, and V+, V’ then 
(Ax. ‘), S=SM_,,,M~ 
( ‘), S=SM-m,M’ 
s = s&f-, M’+ SN-nq No- 
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It follows from this definition that a value can only parallel reduce to another 
value. Moreover, it is obvious that parallel reduction is an extension of the single 
step s-reduction and is a subset of its transitive closure: 
Next we show that unlike the s-reductions, the parallel reduction relatiou trans- 
forms the expression irclr [ x := -IV] into M’[x := N’] in one step if M and N pa 
reduce to M’ and IV’ in one step, respectively. That is, two &contractums reduce 
to each other if the sub-terms do. Furthermore, we simultaneously prove a statement 
that is needed for the Standardization Theorem, namely, that this new re&lction is 
shorter than the one from (hxM)N to M’[x:= N’]: 
A.2. Lemma. Suppose M -ul M’, N -q N’, and N is a value. Then the following 
holds: 
M[x:= N]-u, M’[x:= N’] and 
Mx:= w-, M’[x:= Iv’] < S(Ax.M)N-, Ml[x:= N’]. 
For the actual proof, we need similar lemmas for the other kind of primitive 
parallel reductions (group 2), but, given theih simplicity, we omit them. Everything 
is now in place to state and prove the diamond lemma for parallel reduction. 
A.3. Lemma. The relation *1 satisfies the diamond property, i.e., if M +I Li then 
there exists an N such that Li -wl N for i = 1,2. 
From this lemma, the Church-Rosser property of s follows. 
: 
AA. C~olla~y. The notion of reduction s is Church-Rosser. 
Proof. Since *s is the transitive closure 
As a result, the reduction *s inherits 
reduction relation. Cl 
With the Church-Rosser theorem in 
Theorem. 
of s, it is also the transitive closure of ++l. 
the diamond property from the parallel 
place, we can tackle the Standardization 
For both parts, the direction from right to left is trivial. The 
other direction needs some elaboration: 
(i) For the standardization property of the sub-calculus, we follow Plotkin’s plan 
for the corresponding theorem about the &-calculus. First, the sequence of +,-steps 
l replaced by a sequence of steps using the pa reduction *1. This follows 
m the above mentioned property that the ction relation is a 
of the s-reduction. Then we iteratively transform the parallel reduction sequence 
into an su-sequence. The basis for this step is developed in Lemma A-6. 
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(ii) Assuming that the proof of part (i) can be completed, we can prove (ii) with 
an induction on the number of computation steps in the sequence from M to IV. 
If there are no computation steps, we can use (i) for forming an sR=sequence fro 
M to N. Otherwise, there is at least one computation step and we must 
following situation: 
have the 
Again by (i), we can form an sR-sequence K1,. . . , I& for the reduction L1 -))S L, 
where K1 = L, and K1 = L,,,. Since L,,, is a computational redex, there is a maximal 
prefix of this sR-sequence whose terms are related via the standard reduction 
function, i.e., for some j, 1 s j s I there is a computational redex Kj of the same 
kind as L, such that 
L1-2 Kj -H, L, s Klb Lm+, mX Ln 
and it is not the case that Kj -SS &+I. At this point, we can employ the proof of 
the Consistency Theorem, part (ii) and interchange the computation step with the 
reduction sequence: 
L~HY&K’~P*,L,+~ P: L,, 
for some term P. But this can be recast as 
and, because there is one less computation step in the sequence from P to L,, an 
application of the inductive hypothesis produces an SC-sequence for this second 
half of the reduction. Together with the first half, this yields the desired sc-sequence 
from M to N. 0 
For completeness, we include a precise formulation of the prefix-property for 
su-sequences. 
AS. Lemma. If N, ,... , Nk is an sR-sequence where Nk is a computational redex, 
then there exists a j, 1 s j < k such that for all i, 1 s i <j, Ni *, Ni+, , and for all i, 
jsi<k, Ni*,Ni+l and it is not the case that Ni H, Ni+l . 
roof. By case analysis on Nk and induction on k 0 
We can now turn to the completion of part (i) of the Standardization Theorem. 
What we must prove is that sequences of parallel reductions can be transformed 
into standard reduction sequences. 
-+, N1 and N,,..., Nj is an sR-sequence then there exists an 
sbsequence L, , . . . , L,, with M s L1 and L,, s Nj. 
AS with the preceding lemmas, the proof of this lemma is a mechanical extension 
of the corresponding traditional proof. 
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